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Copyrighted content: This slide had two views of Neo from The 
Matrix:  glum in the real world, invincible in the virtual world
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Creative Commons deposits in UK 
Repositories (HT @patlockley)
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Erasmus prize for Wikipedia
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UK Universities that are doing/ have 
done wiki education assignments






Still from the documentary film “Life in a Day” via National Geographic
12
Abel
“The thing I love most is my 
laptop. In Wikipedia there 
are stories, history, maths, 
science, religion: it has 
everything. It’s a giant 
library.”







Utility (to intended audience)
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Copyrighted content: images from the “Change one letter of a 
movie title” challenge on TheChive.org.
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Change
Utility (to intended audience) for educational materials
• Contracts













Article milestones on Wikipedia
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A web of knowledge
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File:White House rainbow colors to celebrate June 2015 SCOTUS same-sex marriage 
ruling.jpeg



























• More open educational content is being 
created now than ever before
• The promised benefits of the open education 
revolution are starting to materialise.
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Summary (2)
• To preserve educational content for the long 
term, we need to preserve its relevance, which 
involves preserving its ability to change.
• The successful platforms are the ones treating 
content as a web of knowledge and giving 
readers the edit button.
• They aren’t repositories in a traditional sense.




• Educational content overlaps with other sorts 
of thing: research outputs, secondary data, and 
archival text.
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